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Acquisition or Merger? Let us find the candidate firms.
“Tuck-ins”. Practices that can be put inside an existing location.
New locations. Another office in the same city or an expansion into a new city or state.

Exit or Succession Minded? It’s a complex decision.
Eventually everyone needs to sell. Whether you are selling or merging with another firm, or 
passing the torch to a successor, change is inevitable. The question is, have you or can you develop 
an internal succession, or do you need to identify a firm to take your clients and people to create 
your transition? The Visionary Group will develop that plan and manage the process. 

What’s Holding You Back?
Not sure how to start? You do not have the time to find candidate firms? You heard stories about 
another firm that had a bad experience? You did this once and it did not work out well? We know 
what questions to ask and how to see the signs of a potentially problematic match. Our objective is to 
close a deal, or multiple deals, that makes sense for your growth strategy and/or succession needs.  



Candidate Identification & Screening
We provide custom searches to help firms seeking to enhance their growth. Visionary finds 
practices to merge or acquire that are not yet up for sale or thinking about an exit strategy or 
upward merger. We reverse our search process for firms looking to sell or merge upward, and 
help firms create an exit and succession strategy.

Our Clients
They range from $1,000,000 firms to the Top 100. Our clients do not want high volume 1040 
practices. They are seeking firms with business clients who have tax, audit, accounting and 
advisory needs, as well as high-net-worth individuals. Most of our clients want $1,000,000 plus 
transactions and on the sell side we work with firms from $500,000 on up.

The Benefits
• Leverages Revenue 
• Opens Up New Markets
• Addresses Succession Needs
• Adds More Professionals to the Roster
• Expands or Adds Industry or Service Niches

A Supplement to Organic Growth
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“Market Smart” Fees
Our success fee is a 5%/3%/1% model. 
The industry norm is 10%/3%/1%, which 
translates to 10% on the 1st million in 
revenue, 3% on the 2nd million and 1% on 
every million above. The Visionary Group 
builds a quality pipeline of candidate firms 
while providing a 50% fee reduction on the 
first million dollars of any deal.  

This is a substantial difference. Our 
“market smart” fee structure is one reason 
to engage us. The primary reason is we will 
find you candidates and guide you through 
the potential deal.

Why a Lower Fee Model? 
Our reasonable fee structure makes it 
easier to put deals together.



Our Approach
Visionary calls to begin conversations. We identify 
a pipeline of candidates either in the process of trying 
to find an exit or merger solution or knowing they 
need to do something, but have no idea how to start.

Proactive Candidate Actions
Not a “wait and see” approach. Passive actions, 
such as running ads, provide opportunities for your 
competition to acquire the firm you may want. We do 
not wait for firms to contact us or have a list of buyers 
or sellers lined up. A serious buyer will conduct a search 
and not just sign an “if something comes up call them” 
agreement. A serious seller will do the same.

Details of the Search Program 
Search Design. Step one is a plan specific to your 
needs and a profile on your firm.    

Candidate List(s). Then, we build a list of firms for 
you to edit before our team begins calling.  

Candidate Analysis. Visionary gathers data from the 
candidate, researches deeper and presents them. 

Deal Structure. As needed, we provide guidance on 
how to construct a deal. 

Communication. We often filter your questions or 
changes prior to presenting them to a candidate. 

Draft LOI. We help create the LOI prior to engaging 
an attorney or conducting due diligence. 

Attorney Referral. Visionary can provide access to 
an experienced CPA firm M&A attorney. 

Financing. If needed, we have a capital resource for 
good faith payments or other loan needs.

The Search Process
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What Kills a Deal?
Emotions, unrealistic expectations on selling price, excessive 
continued compensation or other terms need to be addressed 
early in conversations. 

Basic Deal Killers.
• 1040’s. High volume, low fee returns.  
• Rates. Material fee gaps.
• Real Estate. This is not the buyer’s problem. 
• Alignment. Unfamiliar industries or services.   
• Indecision. Seller/merger uncertain on commitments.  
• Written Agreements. No handshakes or undefined terms.  
• Lawyers. Inexperienced CPA M&A counsel.

Get the LOI in Place.
Before bringing in attorneys or conducting due diligence, get a 
draft version of the LOI in place and agreed to by all parties. 
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